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1. INTRODUCTION 
Zygmund [lo], Mizuhara [7], and Anderson [l] have studied various 
multiplier problems of Lipschitz spaces defined on the circle group T. In 
[8,9], the authors have characterized the multipliers of Lipschitz spaces 
defined on a Vilenkin group G (i.e., G is an infinite compact O-dimensional 
metric Abelian group). In this paper we define a certain class S of metric 
locally compact Abelian groups, and study the multipliers from one 
Lipschitz space Lip(a,p; G) to another Lipschitz space Lip@, q; G) for G in 
.Y. The class .Y contains the classical groups T” and R”, as well as many 
other interesting groups. Our main result is a characterization of the 
multipliers from Lip(a,p; G) to Lip@‘, q; G), as restrictions of multipliers 
from Lp(G) to L9(G), for GE ,Y, 0 < a </3 < 1, 1 <p < co, and 
l<q<co. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let G denote a locally compact metric Abelian group with translation- 
invariant metric d. For x E G, we write 1x1 for d(0, x). The character group 
of G will be denoted by K The Haar measures on G and r will be denoted 
by A and 19 respectively. Let {p,} be a strictly decreasing sequence of positive 
numbers smaller than 1 for which there exists ,U in (0, 1) such that 
Let 
&,I <PP, for n = 1, 2, 3,... 
~,={~EG:lxlGB,,+11. 
Clearly (V,},“i is a basis at 0, and V,,, c V,, for all n > 1. 
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ForfE L”(G), 1 <p < 00, we define 
4PG.L 4 = suP{Ilr,f-f/I,: Ial,< 81, 
where s,f(x) =f(x - a). For 0 < a < 03 and 1 <p < 03, the Lipschitz space 
Lip(a, p; G) is defined by 
Lip(a, p; G) = { fE LP(G): w( p;.C S) = O(&‘)}, 
where in the case p = co it is further assumed that the functions are con- 
tinuous. 
For f E LP(G), 1 ,<p < 03, we define 
We now define a class ,Y of metric locally compact Abelian groups as 
follows: Let G, {/I,), and {V,,} be as described above. We shall say that 
G E .Y if there exist a sequence {k, } of nonnegative continuous functions on 
G and an increasing sequence {r, } of symmetric ompact neighborhoods of 
0 in r satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) ]]kn]], = 1 for each n > 1. 
(ii) supp(k,) c G, (G, is the open subgroup of G generated by V,) 
and supp(l,) c r,, . 
(iii) There exists a constant C, such that 
i q,k, d2 ,< Cl 
foreach n> 1, 
G” 
where m,, is defined by m,“(x) = min{m E { 1, 2 ,... }: x E mV,,}. 
(iv) There exist constants C, and C, such that 
(4 Q+,@) < GK’ I I f a or a E G, where urn(u) = sup{]~(a) - 11: 
yE r,,}; and 
(b) 0(3r,) < C,t9(r,J for n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
The preceding conditions are adapted from the conditions stated in 
property P(1, Vi, ki, ri, K) in [4, p. 302; 5, Theorem 11. In Section 4 we 
shall show that the class 9 contains some important groups. The notation 
introduced above will be used throughout the remainder of this paper. The 
symbol C will denote a generic constant which need not be the same at 
different occurrences. 
Following Bloom [5, p. 2981 we also define 
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where T denotes the Fourier transform of f(f is a quasimeasure, see [2, p. 
891); and for f E LP(G) we define 
E,,(p;f) = infillf- tll,: t E LP,n(G)}. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let GE 9 and let 0 < a < 1. Forf E LP(G), 1 ,<p < co, 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) f E Lip(a, p; G), i.e., w( p;A S) = O(6”); 
(ii> w(p;f; v,) = OK+ J; 
(4 V-f* 4 Ilp = WC+ 2; 
(3 Ern(~;f) = OK+ A. 
Proof The implication (i) * (ii) is obvious. The implications 
(ii) 3 (iii) * (iv) follow from 
ErJ~if) G V--f* k, lip (since supp(f* k,)* = supp PI;, G r,, 
see [6, p. 1611) 
< C,4p;f; v,,) (by [4, Theorem 31) 
The implication (iv) =+ (i) follows from [5, Theorem 11, 
ForfE Lip(a,p; G), where 0 < a < 1, 1 <p < co, and GE Y, we define 
IV II (0.p) = Ilf Ilp + “,y; (II ryf -fll,/l Yl% 
Ilf II&p,) = Ilf IIp + ;;7 P,,*lllf -f * k”lI,i 
IIS Ill% = Ilf 111, + ;;y P,,",Er,(P;f 1, 
THEOREM 2.2. For 0 < a < 1, 1 <p < 00, and G E 9, II. Il(a,pj, 11. Il(*a.p,), 
and II . Ill”aT,, are equivalent norms for Lip(a,p; G). 
ProoJ Clearly ]I. ]]ca,pj, ]I. ]]&,Pj, and ]I. ]];“aTP, are norms. Now let 
f E Lip(a,p). We have Er,( p; f) < ]] f -f* k,]], (see the proof of Theorem 
2.1) and ((f-f * k,]], < C, UJ( p;f; V,,) [4, Theorem 31, and so 
II . II iti:,, G II * II &p,, G c II . lhw,* 
Hence, by the open mapping theorem, it suffices to show that Lip(a,p) is 
complete with respect o each of the norms ]] v ]]ta,pj and (] * ]I;$, . 
The proof of [B, Lemma 2.41 can be adapted to show that (Lip(a,p), 
II - ll(a,pJ is complete. 
* * Now let If,) be a l14~~.p, -Cauchy sequence in Lip(a, p). Then f, -+ f in L, 
for some f E Lp. We assert that fE Lip(a,p) and ]] f, -~ll&T,, -+ 0. 
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Let E > 0. Then there exists a positve integer N,, such that 
Il.6 -filllyp, < 0 for all i, j 3 N,. 
For each IZ E (1, 2, 3,...}, choose a positive integer i, > N,, such that 
IV-A,llp < (c/4) PZ+ I. 
Now considerj > N, and II > 1. We note that for every t, E L:,,(G) we have 
P,,“, Er,( Pif-fi) < Pi:, lb--L- - tn llp 
< K~l Illf-finlIp + II& -.fj - cIll,l~ 
Hence 
P;x-“(Pd---J;) < c/4 +P,f, IM, -fi> - f”ll, 
for every t, E Lrn(G). It follows that, for n > 1, we have 
P,,“, E,,,(Pd--“q < a/4 + K, Ern(P;.hn -fj> 
G 44 + II& -f;.ll&Tp, < E/2* 
In particular, we have 
Hence 
J%,(PLf-fNJ < (42) PZ+ I for all n> 1. 
El-,( PlkGJ,> = WE+ I>. 
and soy-f,, E Lip(a,p). Thus/E Lip(a,p). We also have 
SUP P,;", E,,( ~;f -4) < ~12. 
n 
This shows that 
Ilf-.fJXTp, < & for all j > No, 
and the proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete. 
3. MULTIPLIERS OF LIPSCHITZ SPACES 
By a multiplier from Lip(a,p) to Lip@, q) we mean a bounded linear 
operator T from Lip(a,p) to Lip@, q) such that T(f* g) = (Tf) * g for 
f~ Lip(a,p), g E L’. The space of all multipliers from Lip(a,p) to Lip@?, q) 
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will be denoted by (Lip(a,p)), Lip(/3,q)). The symbol (LP,L4) is defined 
similarly. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let GE 9’. Let 0 < a <,Ll < 1, 1 <p < CD, and 
1 < q ( 03. Then every T in (Lip(a,p; G), Lip@, q; G)) can be extended in a 
unique way to a multiplier F E (L”(G), Lq(G)), and the mapping T-+ r# is 
a continuous isomorphism from (Lip(a,p; G), Lip& q; G)) onto a subspace 
(LP(G), Lq(G))‘“*@ of (L”(G), Lq(G)). 
Prooj We first note that for NE { 1, 2, 3,...} we have 
E,i(L k,d= 0 for i> N and El+, k,) < 1 for 1 <i < N, 
(1) 
Hence we have 
SUP K+7 E,i( 1, k,) < & O. 
i>l 
(4 
Now let TE: (Lip(a,p), Lip@ 4)). Let (/ T((Ca,p:D,qj denote the operator 
norm of T. Then, for fE Lip(a, p), we have 
II T(f* UlI$i,,, G II Tll~a,,;o,,,llf* kvIK.w 
Hence, for i > 1, we have 
Pl’:L (1 T(f* kN) - T(f* kN> * killq 
c c II %%p;O,q) IV*kvll&TP, (by Theorem 2.2) 
C C II Tll(a,p;~,qj Ilfli, lllkvll, + su~PZPr,(l, &)I 
It follows from (2) and (3) that 
!ITf*k,-Tf*k,,, * kill, G C II TIl(a,p;~.qP!+ IPi” Ilfll, 
for N > 1 and i > 1. Thus, for fE Lip(a, p), we have 
II Tf* kv - Tf* kv, 1 II4 
(3) 
(4) 
< II Tf * h - T.f * kv * kv, 1 llq + II Tf * k,. * kv, i - V * k,, , IL, 
< C II Tll~a,p;~,qJP~+~PNa f Pi, AC,) Ilf lip 
< C II TII (aJG4.q) PLY Ilfll, * (5) 
Now by defining k, z 0, it is easy to see that (5) also holds when N = 0. 
It follows from (5) that 
)I rf* k,Jlq < 2 I) Tf * kj- 1 - rf* kjllq G C II Tll(a.p;~,q) Ilfllp~ j=l 
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and hence 
llVll,~II~f- Tf* knll,+lITf* krltq 
G c II %,p;B.9~ Ilf Ilp + c II %.P:b,9~ llf IIP 
for m sufficiently large. Thus we have 
II vll, G c II %,p:B,q) llf Ilp for all f E Lip(a,p). (6) 
Next we observe that if f E Lp, then f * k, E Lip(a,p) for every n > 1. 
This follows easily from (1) and Theorem 2.1. Thus Lip(a,p) is dense in Lp. 
Hence, by (6), T can be extended in a unique manner to a multiplier 
r# E (Lp, L9). It follows from (6) that T-t F is a continuous isomorphism 
from (Lip(a,p), Lip@, q)) onto a subspace (Lp, L9)(a, B, of (LPI L9). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let G be a noncompact group in 9. Let 0 c a < /3 c 1 
and 1 < q <p < co. Then (Lip(a,p; G), Lip@ q; G)) = {O}. 
Proof: Let TE (Lip(a,p), Lip@?, q)). Then P (as defined in the 
preceding proof) is a bounded linear operator from Lp to L9, and it is easy 
to see that r# commutes with translations. Hence P = 0, and so T = 0. 
In the next theorem we give a characterization of the subspace (LP(G), 
L9(G))‘“94’ of (L”(G), L9(G)). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let GEY, O<a</?<l, l<p<co, and l<q<co. 
Then we have 
(LP(G), L9(G))‘“74’ = {TE VP(G), L’(G)): II T,, - Tn,, Hp.9 = Wij3 
= 1TE ~~P~~~,~4~~~~:/I~--T,lIp,,=~C13~5;~~~ (7) 
where T,(f) = T(f * k,) and (I .!?)I,,, denotes the operator norm of 
S: L”(G) -+ L9(G). 
Prooj Let E, and E, denote, respectively, the second and third sets in 
(7). We shall show that (Lp L4)‘“*4’ c E, c E, z (L” L9)‘“+ 
Let T E (Lp, L9)‘“V4’. Let ‘p denote-the restriction of T to Lip(a,p). Thus 
Tb E (Lip(a,p), Lip@ q)). It follows from (5) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 
that 
II Tbf* k, - ?f* k+ 1 llq G CPflSY Ilf Ilp (8) 
for all fE Lip(a,p). Since Lip(a,p) is dense in Lp, we have, by (8), that 
IIT,-T,+,ll,,,~Cp~;f. 
Thus TEE,. 
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Now let TE E, . Then, for fE Lp, we have 
II ?7- - T,fll, = II T(f-f* Ul, G II T&w, V-f* Up -+ 0. 
Hence we may suppose without loss of generality that TJ + Tf almost 
everywhere. Thus 
II ?‘f - Lf II4 = IVim Lf - Cf II4 = lim IIK - Uf III, 
m-1 - ;- -7 
G llm II Tm - Tn llp.4 Ilf Ilp = llm 1 II 7” - Tj+ 1 Up.9 Ilf 118 .i= n 
G a;;: Ilf lIP’ 
Hence T E E, . 
Finally, let TEE,. Let f E Lip(a, p). For n > 1, we have 
supp(2Tf * k, - Tf * k, * k,)- c r,, and hence 
P,-,a,Er,(q, Tf > <Pi!, II Tf - U’rf * k, + Tf * k, * k,lI, 
=P,!, IV- TJf -f* Ull, 
MT!, IIT- T,,llp,, Ilf -f * kll, 
< WY,*, Ilf -f * kllp. 
It follows that 
sup K!d$n(q, Tf I< C S;P P,,“, llf -f * knllpv n 
and hence 
II Tf II,+&, G C Ilf h’L, 
for all f E Lip(a,p). By Theorem 2.2, we see that the restriction of T to 
Lip(a,p) is a multiplier in (Lip(c.t,p), Lip@ q)). Hence TE (L’, L4)‘“*“. 
In the next two results we identify (Lip(a,p), Lip@ q)) with (La, L4)‘“*“. 
COROLLARY 3.4. For GE 9, 0 < a < /? < 1, and 1 < q < m, we have 
(IMa, 1; G), Lip@ q; (-3) = Lip@ - a, q; G), 
where l/q + l/q’ = 1. 
Proof: We have 
(Wa, l>,LipGa,q))= ITE ~~‘,~4):Il~-~,ll,,~=~cB~;~)J 
= ig E Lq: II g -g * knll, = W;,;l)I 
= Lip@ - a, q) (by Theorem 2.1). 
We end this section with a multiplier result of a slightly different nature. 
Then 
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THEOREM 3.5. LetGE.~,O</3<1,l<p<~,andl<q<cO. 
(LP(G), W/A q; G)) = { TE (LP(G), L’(G)): II T - T,, II,,,y = OCa! + , 
Proof: By using the norm I].ll,$, 4j, the conclusion follows readily. 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 4.1. The real line R and the circle group T are members of 
.Y. 
Proof. First we consider the group R. Let /?, = 2-“-l for n = 1, 2, 3,... . 
It follows from [3, Theorem 31 that there exists a sequence {k,} satisfying 
conditions (i)--(iii) in the definition of Y, with r,, = [--2”, 2”]. Now consider 
condition (iv) therein. It is clear that (b) is satisfied, and condition (a) 
follows from 
Ida)- ~l=~l~~~~~~/~)l~/~~I,<~“l~I~P~‘l~I for YET,. 
Hence R E 9. 
Using the remarks in 13, p. 641, we have T E ,P. 
THEOREM 4.2. If G, , G, are in 9, then G, x G, E 9. 
ProojI This is an immediate consequence of 14, Theorem 1; 5, 
Theorem 2 J. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let G be an infinite first countable O-dimensional locally 
compact Abelian group. Then there is an open basis at 0 consisting of a 
strictly decreasing sequence (V,} of compact open subgroups of G. Let {p,,) 
be a strictly decreasing sequence of positive numbers smaller than 1 for 
which there exists p E (0, 1) such that /3,,+, <,@I,, for n = 1,2,3,... . Define a 
translation-invariant metric d in G by 
@,y)=Pn+l, if X-YE vn\Vn+,, 
=/A, if x-y@ V,, 
= 0, if x = 4’. 
Now let r, be the annihilator of V, in r, and put k, = A(V,,-’ lyn, where &.,, 
denotes the characteristic function of V,,. It is now easy to see that G E 9’. 
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